Summary Statement
INTRODUCTION
(LPG) levels and decreased PG and PA levels associated with reduced pollen viability and Narayanan et al. (2016a Narayanan et al. ( , 2016b . The current paper is the third one in the series, and here we 125 report the results of the pollen lipid profiling on the same plants, which were sampled for leaf 126 lipid profiling. The objectives of the present research were to quantify the effects of high day 127 and/or night temperatures during flowering on pollen lipid profile of wheat and identify the lipids 128 that are associated with high temperature response of wheat plants. We hypothesized that the 129 pollen lipidome will be altered by high temperature that some lipids will be particularly 130 responsive to high temperature, and that some lipid responses will be associated with high Columbus, OH, USA), which had a detection limit of 2 µg. The precision and accuracy of the Information Table S1 ). To maintain data quality, the following data were 187 removed from the data set; (1) lipid analytes for which the amount (normalized mass spectral 188 signal) per mg of pollen dry weight less than the limit of detection (LOD), (2) 
Production of heat maps and dendrograms
The composition of extraplastidic phospholipids in pollen was dominated by two species, 34:3 248 and 36:6, which contain linolenic acid (18:3) as 16:0/18:3 or as 18:3/18:3 (Fig.1a , c, e, g, and i).
249
These species together made up >90, >85, and > 79% of total PC under OT and HN, HD, and 250 HDN, respectively (Fig. 2) . They were the predominant species in PE, PI, and PA, making up 251 over 85% of these classes under optimum conditions and over 70% under high temperature stress 252 conditions (Figs. 1 & 2) . This is in contrast to the situation in leaves where 34:3 and 36:6 species such as 36:6-(which is a di18:3 combination) PC, PE, and PA, decreased at high temperatures (Fig. 3) and PS at high-temperature stress (although the decrease was not statistically significant for PA 279 and PS) (Fig. 4) . Similar trends in the composition and unsaturation levels of extraplastidic 280 phospholipids were noticed in the leaves of these plants (Narayanan et al., 2016a) . (Fig. 3) . This might be a reason for unsaturation index 283 remaining high even when it decreased under high temperature stress conditions for these lipid 284 classes (Fig. 4) . Whether the 34:3 species contribute to any unique mechanism for high 285 temperature adaptation in pollen grains needs to be investigated in future studies.
286
PC and PE species levels are negatively correlated 287 PC and PE species were negatively correlated in wheat pollen (Fig. 5a ). In addition, a significant 288 increase in PC:PE ratio was noticed at high temperatures (Fig. 5b) . PC:PE ratio increased 96, 61,
289
and 125 % at HN, HD, and HDN, respectively. Higher PC:PE ratios were also found in the 290 leaves of these plants at high temperatures (Narayanan et al., 2016a) . Table S3 ). A dendrogram was created by matching each lipid analyte with the one to which it 300 was most highly correlated ( 
310

DISCUSSION
311
In the present study, we found that wheat pollen lipidome contained the same extraplastidic 312 phospholipid classes as leaves, but their composition differed under optimum and high 313 temperature stress conditions. Unlike in leaves, the composition of extraplastidic phospholipids 314 in pollen was dominated by 34:3 and 36:6 species, which contain linolenic acid (18:3). This (Fig.3) , is consistent with the notion that it could prevent a phase transition of 331 membranes from a liquid crystalline phase to a hexagonal II or cubic phase (corresponding to 332 non-bilayer structure) at high temperatures. within the membranes, in order to maintain the optimal fluidity and integrity of membranes 338 (Larkindale and Huang, 2004) . In the present study, the degree of unsaturation of extraplastidic phospholipids in wheat pollen decreased at high temperatures (Fig. 4) . The decrease in 340 unsaturation level was mainly due to the decrease in the polyunsaturated fatty acid, linolenic acid 341 (18:3), and the increases in the less unsaturated fatty acids, oleic acid (18:1) and linoleic acid 342 (18:2), and saturated fatty acids, palmitic acid (16:0) and stearic acid (18:0) (Fig. 3) . The same 343 trend was also noticed in the leaves of these plants (Narayanan et al., 2016a) . This suggests that 344 similar lipid metabolic changes contributed to adaptive mechanisms under high temperature 345 stress in wheat leaves and pollen.
346
In the present study, we found that PC and PE species were negatively correlated in 347 wheat pollen such that a significant increase in PC:PE ratio was observed at high temperatures The present study revealed lipid groups that included co-occurring lipids in pollen grains 360 (Fig. 6) . These lipids undergo co-metabolism and are up-regulated or down-regulated together 
371
The predominant appearance of PE and PC species in lipid groups (Fig. 6 ), negative 372 correlations among PE and PC molecular species (Fig. 5a) , and the increased PC:PE ratios at 373 high temperatures (Fig. 5b) , together indicate the role of PE and PC and PE-to-PC conversion, 
